
Exscape, “the ultimate smoke shop” in New York 
State, now goes national with its online head shop 

Exscape is a leading smoke shop in the New York State, with brick and mortar head shops in 
Albany, Rochester, Syracuse, and Ithaca. So what’s the big news? The launch of their 
website, ExscapeNY.com, which will cater to national-wide enthusiast smokers. 
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Why Exscape Smoke Shop? 
New York is sprinkled with dozens of smoke shops, but 
somehow Exscape was able to grow and eventually 
become a leading player in this highly competitive market. 
It managed to do that by offering “prize winning products” 
at decent prices in all of their stores, ever since their 
opening back in 2005. In fact, some of their products are 
one of a kind and can’t be seen anywhere else. So, 
although Exscape’s prices are lower than most of its 
competitor’s, their true strong point is the wide variety of 
smoking accessories that they carry.  

 
Exscape’s range of products includes more or less 
traditional smoking paraphernalia, such as hand smoking 
pipes, glass bubblers and water pipes, but it also features 
the modern herb vaporizers. 
 
Healthier smoking? 
One of the best selling products at Exscape are their herb vaporizers, which are also priced more 
affordably, allowing for the customer to enjoy a healthier alternative to traditional smoking that 
preserves the flavor of the tobacco and the nicotine that traditional smoking does not. By using 
vaporizers, one can get rid of the nasty effects of smoke and one’s lungs from carcinogenic 
substances found in smoke. Vapor contains virtually zero particulate matter or tar, and significantly 
lower concentrations of noxious gases such as carbon monoxide. 
 
“Our products are for the connoisseur smoker, someone looking for a new and healthier way to 
smoke, and the challenge is keeping our customers happy," states Tabatha, the business 
representative. 
 
The website 
With the recent launch of its website, www.exscapeny.com, Exscape is no longer bound to remain 
local. The website features an online shop where people from all over the country can order their 
products at very affordable prices. The shippping is also very convenient, with fees as low as $3 
(through U.S. Post Service) all over U.S. for orders under $50, and 0$ for orders over $50. 
 
10% off for all online orders during summer 
To promote their newly-launched website, Exscape and the agency they’re working with started a 
campaign that encourages customers to use a coupon online to get 10% off the store listed price. The 
coupon is SUMMERSALE and must be entered before checkout. 
 
Visit www.exscapeny.com, use the coupon, and get 10% off anything you order. 

http://www.exscapeny.com/
http://www.exscapeny.com/head-shop/smoking-pipes/
http://www.exscapeny.com/head-shop/smoking-pipes/
http://www.facebook.com/ExscapeNYSmokeShop
https://twitter.com/exscapeny

